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Executive Summary
NBPE is pleased to announce a series of strategic actions and portfolio developments


Strategic Asset Sale: NBPE has reached agreements in principle to sell its interest in eight large-cap buyout funds at
a narrow discount to NBPE’s aggregate carrying value (together, the “Strategic Asset Sale”), generating
approximately $101.8 million of proceeds (net of estimated fees and expenses) and providing approximately $24.1
million of unfunded commitment relief as of 31 August 2010



Capital Return Policy: NBPE is implementing a new long-term capital management policy (the “Capital Return
Policy”) of ongoing returns of capital to holders of its class A ordinary shares (the “Shares”). These ongoing returns
of capital will be at the discretion of the Company’s Directors. The Capital Return Policy will be initiated
immediately using a portion of the proceeds from the Strategic Asset Sale. Beginning with the half-year period
commencing 1 January 2011, the Company intends to return 50% of the realized net increase in NAV attributable to
the Shares for the preceding six-month period



Strategic Portfolio Repositioning: NBPE also expects to use a portion of the proceeds from the Strategic Asset Sale
to target a higher allocation to direct and yield-oriented investments
– NBPE expects the portfolio repositioning to reduce the duration of its portfolio, increase transparency for
Shareholders, reduce the overall expense ratio and continue its policy of maintaining a conservative overcommitment level



Monthly NAV Update: During September, NBPE’s NAV per Share increased by 1.2% to $9.63. The increase in
NAV takes into account the Strategic Asset Sale and the pending realization of a significant co-investment along with
certain other portfolio activity
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Strategic Asset Sale
NBPE expects to sell a meaningful portion of its large-cap buyout fund portfolio at a
narrow discount to carrying value


In early October 2010, NBPE reached agreements in principle to sell its interest in eight large-cap buyout investments
for an aggregate 5.1% discount to the Company’s carrying value of $108.6 million at 31 August 2010
– This Strategic Asset Sale will generate cash proceeds of approximately $101.8 million (net of estimated fees and
expenses) and will also release NBPE from approximately $24.1 million of related unfunded commitments as of
31 August 2010
– Including estimated fees and expenses, the Strategic Asset Sale will be dilutive to NAV per Share by
approximately $0.13, or 1.4%, which is included in the NAV at 30 September 2010
– The sale transactions, which are expected to close over the next six to twelve weeks, are the result of a robust
auction process. NBPE utilized UBS as its sell side advisor who approached more than 20 buyers on a confidential
basis



NBPE believes the Strategic Asset Sale demonstrates the high quality of the Company’s portfolio and its
marketability in the secondary private equity market
– The transaction provides an opportunity to take advantage of attractive pricing in the secondary private equity
market, which continues to value NBPE’s assets at significant premiums relative to the public market for NBPE’s
Shares
– NBPE believes that, when combined with accretive Share repurchases, this transaction should enable the Company
to enhance its NAV per Share over time



NBPE intends to use the proceeds to launch an ongoing Capital Return Policy and for strategic portfolio repositioning
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Capital Return Policy
NBPE is implementing a new Capital Return Policy in order to provide returns of capital
to Shareholders on an ongoing basis


The Capital Return Policy is a continuation of NBPE’s previous steps such as the repurchase of 5.8% of the Shares pursuant to
the liquidity enhancement programme and the dual listing of NBPE’s Shares on the LSE and Euronext exchanges, all of which
are consistent with increasing Shareholder value
– The Capital Return Policy has been introduced as a long-term capital management feature and will operate on an ongoing
basis until further notice at the discretion of the Directors



This policy has been made possible by virtue of NBPE’s strong financial position and positive NAV development



The Directors will have discretion as to the manner in which capital will be returned to Shareholders. However, at the
prevailing discount level, NBPE intends to use Share repurchases as the most appropriate means of returning capital to
Shareholders
– Share repurchases also have the benefit of enhancing NBPE’s NAV per Share



Beginning with the half-year period commencing 1 January 2011, NBPE intends to return 50% of the realized net increase in
NAV attributable to the Shares for the preceding six-month period to Shareholders
– This may be achieved by way of Share repurchases, dividends or such other means as the Directors consider most efficient
– Future returns of capital under the Capital Return Policy will be announced by NBPE at the time of reporting its financial
results for each respective six-month period
– The realized net increase in NAV will be measured from a starting point of 1 January 2011
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Prospective Investment Strategy
Going forward, NBPE intends to strategically reposition its investment portfolio to have
a higher allocation to direct and yield-oriented investments


We believe the strategic portfolio repositioning will provide a number of benefits for Shareholders over the long term,
including:
– Reduce the duration of the portfolio
– Increase transparency of the portfolio for Shareholders
– Reduce the overall expense ratio of the Company
– Continue NBPE’s policy of maintaining a conservative over-commitment level



The Company’s Investment Manager, NB Alternatives, is experienced in sourcing and completing such investments
– NB Alternatives has approximately 50 investment professionals specializing in private equity funds, coinvestments and secondary investments
– NB Alternatives manages over $1.6 billion of capital dedicated to direct co-investments and has closed more than
50 co-investments over the last five years
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Substantial Realization from NBPE’s Co-investment Portfolio
On 6 October 2010, Dresser, Inc. (“Dresser”) announced that it has reached an
agreement to be acquired by General Electric Co. (“GE”) for $3 billion


Dresser is a leading global energy infrastructure company majority-owned by funds managed by Riverstone Holdings
LLC and First Reserve Corporation in which NB Alternatives entities including NBPE have meaningful direct coinvestments



NBPE’s ownership interest in Dresser is primarily from a direct co-investment alongside the lead sponsors in 2007
– NBPE also has exposure through First Reserve Fund XI, NB Crossroads Fund XVII and NB Crossroads Fund
XVIII Mid-cap Buyout
– Prior to the announcement, Dresser was the second largest company in NBPE’s portfolio based on fair value



Based on the expected sale value, NBPE increased its carrying value in Dresser by over 66% for the purposes of the
30 September 2010 unaudited NAV
– In aggregate, the change in value for Dresser was accretive to NBPE’s NAV by approximately $0.15 per Share
– The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions including U.S. and European regulatory approval and is
expected to close promptly after receiving regulatory approval

___________________________
Source: Capital IQ and company press releases.
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September 2010 NAV Update
NBPE’s NAV per Share increased by 1.2% during September
($ in millions, except per share values)

30 September 2010
(Unaudited Monthly)

30 September 2010
(Pro Forma)*

Fund Investments

$470.9

$368.7

Direct Co-investments

$100.0

$81.4

$570.9

$450.0

116%

91%

$12.8

$102.4

Credit Facility

($30.0)

$0.0

ZDP Share Liability, including Forward Currency Contract

($57.3)

($57.3)

Net Other Assets (Liabilities), including Minority Interest

($4.4)

($3.1)

Net Asset Value

$492.0

$492.0

Net Asset Value per Share

$9.63

$9.63

Total Private Equity Fair Value
Private Equity Investment Level
Cash and Cash Equivalents



Significant amount of investment and realization activity in YTD 2010
– Funded capital calls and co-investments of approximately $52 million in YTD 2010

Company Highlights

– Received distributions and sale proceeds of approximately $40 million in YTD 2010


Pro forma for the estimated net proceeds of the Strategic Asset Sale and the pending
realization of Dresser, YTD 2010 distributions and sale proceeds increase to approximately
$160 million

___________________________
Note: As of 30 September 2010 (unaudited). Past performance is not indicative of future results.
* Pro forma for the Strategic Asset Sale, the pending realization of Dresser and credit facility pay down.
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Strong Capital Position
Pro forma for the Strategic Asset Sale, the pending realization of Dresser and credit
facility pay down, NBPE will have approximately $232 million of excess capital
resources and 292% of unfunded commitments backstopped by cash and the undrawn
credit facility


As of 30 September 2010, NBPE had unfunded commitments of $120.5 million (pro forma for the Strategic Asset Sale)
– Total capital resources would be $352.4 million, including cash and cash equivalents plus the undrawn credit facility
– Excess capital resources over unfunded commitments of $231.8 million – a 292% commitment coverage level



NBPE has a $250 million revolving credit facility with a term expiring in August 2014
– The Company intends to repay borrowings under the credit facility as proceeds from the Strategic Asset Sale are received

NBPE Financial Position & Liquidity Metrics - 30 September 2010
(Pro Forma for Strategic Asset Sale, Pending Dresser Realization and Credit Facility Pay Down)
Unfunded Private Equity Commitments

$120.5

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Undrawn Credit Facility
Total Capital Resources

$102.4
250.0
$352.4

Excess Capital Resources

$231.8

Fair Value of Private Equity Investments
Net Asset Value
Private Equity Investment Level
Commitment Level
Commitment Coverage Level

___________________________
Note: As of 30 September 2010 (unaudited).
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$450.0
$492.0
91%
116%
292%

NBPE Portfolio Diversification – Pro Forma
Pro forma for the Strategic Asset Sale, the pending realization of Dresser and credit
facility pay down, the allocation to large-cap buyout funds will decrease significantly
from 26% to 8%
Current Diversification – 30 September 2010
Growth /
Venture
Special Sit Co- 6%
invest
4%

Pro Forma – 30 September 2010

Secondary
Purchases
3%

Special Sit
Funds
28%

Cash
19%

Large-cap
Buyout Funds
26%

Secondary
Purchases
3%

Mid-cap
Buyout Coinvest
10%

Mid-cap
Buyout Funds
20%

Growth /
Venture
6%

Large-cap
Buyout Coinvest
4%

Special Sit Coinves t
4%

Mid-cap
Buyout Funds
19%

Special Sit
Funds
29%

___________________________
Note: As of 30 September 2010 (unaudited). Refer to the endnotes for certain important information related to this diversification information.
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Large-cap
Buyout Funds Large-cap
8%
Buyout Coinvest
4%

Mid-cap
Buyout Coinves t
7%

Conclusion
NBPE continues to take actions to increase Shareholder value over the long term


The Strategic Asset Sale allows NBPE to realize a meaningful portion of its large-cap buyout portfolio
at a value significantly higher than the value implied by the Company’s stock price



The Capital Return Policy has been introduced as a long-term capital management feature and will
operate on an ongoing basis until further notice at the discretion of the Directors



NBPE expects to use the proceeds from the Strategic Asset Sale to strategically reposition its portfolio
to have a higher allocation to direct and yield-oriented investments
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Additional NBPE Information

Key Trading Information
Ordinary Share Information

ZDP Share Information



Trading Symbol: NBPE



Trading Symbol: NBPZ



Exchanges: Euronext Amsterdam & London Stock
Exchange



Exchange: London Stock Exchange & Channel Islands
Stock Exchange



Base Currency: USD



Base Currency: GBP



Bloomberg: NBPE NA, NBPE LN



Bloomberg: NBPEGBP LN



Reuters: NBPE.AS, NBPE.L



Reuters: NBPEO.L



ISIN: GG00B1ZBD492



ISIN: GG00B4ZXGJ22



COMMON: 030991001



SEDOL: B4ZXGJ2



Gross Redemption Yield at issuance: 7.30%



ZDP Share Life: 7.5 years to 31 May 2017



Final Capital Entitlement: 169.73 pence per ZDP Share
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Endnotes
1.

The diversification analysis by asset class and investment type is based on the fair value of underlying fund investments and co-investments.
Determinations regarding asset class and investment type represent the Investment Manager’s estimates. Accordingly, the actual diversification of
our investment portfolio and the diversification of our investment portfolio on an ongoing basis may vary from the foregoing information.

2.

The diversification analysis by geography and industry is based on the diversification of underlying portfolio company investments at fair value as
estimated by the Investment Manager. Determinations regarding geography and industry also represent the Investment Manager’s estimates.
Accordingly, the actual diversification of our investment portfolio and the diversification of our investment portfolio on an ongoing basis may vary
from the foregoing information.
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Legal Disclaimer
THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT AND THE PRESENTATION ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND MAY NOT BE COPIED, DISTRIBUTED, PUBLISHED OR REPRODUCED IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, OR DISCLOSED OR DISTRIBUTED BY RECIPIENTS TO ANY OTHER PERSON. ANY RECIPIENT OF THIS DOCUMENT AGREES TO KEEP PERMANENTLY
CONFIDENTIAL ALL INFORMATION HEREIN NOT ALREADY IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
This document and the presentation are not for release, publication or distribution (directly or indirectly) in or into the United States, Canada, Australia or Japan or to any "US person" as defined in Regulation S
under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") or into any other jurisdiction where applicable laws prohibit its release, distribution or publication. It does not constitute an offer
of securities for sale anywhere in the world, including in or into the United States, Canada, Australia or Japan. No recipient may distribute, or make available, this document or the presentation (directly or
indirectly) to any other person. Recipients of this document and the presentation in jurisdictions should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements in their jurisdictions. In particular,
the distribution of this document and the presentation may in certain jurisdictions be restricted by law. Accordingly, recipients represent that they are able to receive this document and relating presentation without
contravention of any applicable legal or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct business.
This document and the presentation have been prepared by NB Private Equity Partners Limited ("NBPE") and NB Alternatives Advisers LLC (the "Investment Manager"). No member of the Neuberger Berman
Group nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees, advisors, representatives, or other agents makes or has been authorised to make any representation or warranties (express or implied) in relation to
NBPE or as to the truth, accuracy or completeness of this document or the presentation, or any other written or oral statement provided. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or
reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts contained in this document or the presentation and nothing in this document or the presentation is or should be
relied on as a promise or representation as to the future. The name "Neuberger Berman" is used interchangeably throughout these materials for a number of entities that are part of, or are associated with, the
Neuberger Berman Group and when used in this notice includes all such entities.
This document does not constitute a prospectus or offering memorandum or an offer in respect of any securities and is not intended to provide the basis for any decision in respect of NBPE or other
evaluation of any securities of NBPE or any other entity and should not be considered as a recommendation that any investor should subscribe for or purchase any such securities. Neither the issue of
this document nor the presentation nor any part of their contents constitutes an offer to sell or invitation to purchase any securities of NBPE or any other entity or any persons holding securities of
NBPE and no information set out in this document or the presentation or referred to in other written or oral information is intended to form the basis of any contract of sale, investment decision or any
decision to purchase any securities referred to in it.
The information contained in this document is given at the date of its publication (unless otherwise marked) and is subject to updating, revision and amendment. No reliance may be placed for any purpose
whatsoever on the information of opinions contained in this document or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. The contents of this document have not been approved by any competent regulatory or
supervisory authority.
This document, any presentation made in conjunction with this document and any accompanying materials (the "Information Materials") are made available for information purposes only. The Information
Materials, which are not a prospectus or listing particulars or an admission document, do not contain any representations, do not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or transfer, or to underwrite,
subscribe for or acquire, any shares or other securities, and do not constitute or form any part of any solicitation of any such offer or invitation, nor shall they are or any part of them or the fact of their distribution
form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract therefore, and do not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of NBPE.
Neither NBPE nor Neuberger Berman gives any undertaking to provide the recipient with access to any additional information, or to update this document, the presentation or any additional information, or to
correct any inaccuracies in it which may become apparent and the distribution of this document and the presentation shall not be deemed to be any form of commitment on the part of NBPE, the Investment
Manager or Neuberger Berman to proceed with any transaction.
The promotion of NBPE and the distribution of this document and the presentation in the United Kingdom is restricted by law. Accordingly, this communication is directed only at (i) persons outside the United
Kingdom to whom it is lawful to communicate to, or (ii) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article 19(5) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended), or (iii) high net worth companies, unincorporated associations and partnerships and trustees of high value trusts as
described in Article 49(2) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended); provided that in the case of persons falling into categories (ii) or (iii), the communication
is only directed at persons who are also "qualified investors" as defined in section 86 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (each a "Relevant Person"). Any investment or investment activity to which
this communication relates is available only to and will be engaged in only with such Relevant Persons. Persons within the United Kingdom who receive this communication (other than persons falling within (ii)
and (iii) above) should not rely on or act upon this communication. You represent and agree that you are a Relevant Person.
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Legal Disclaimer (Cont’d)
NBPE has not been, and has no intention to be, registered under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the "Investment Company Act") and investors will not be entitled to the benefits of that
Act. The securities described in this document have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act. Consequently, such securities may not be offered or sold in the United States or to U.S. persons (as
such term is defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act) unless such securities are registered under the Securities Act or an exemption from the registration requirement of the Securities Act is available. No
public offering of the securities is being made in the United States.
Prospective investors should take note that any securities may not be acquired by investors using assets of any retirement plan or pension plan that is subject to Part 4 of Subtitle B of Title I of the United States
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended ("ERISA") or section 4975 of the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"), entities whose underlying assets are
considered to include "plan assets" of any such retirement plan or pension plan, or any governmental plan, church plan, non-U.S. plan or other investor subject to any state, local, non-U.S. or other laws or
regulations similar to Title I or ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code or that would have the effect of the regulations issued by the United States Department of Labor set forth at 29 CFR Section 2510.3-101, as
modified by section 3(42) of ERISA.
The merits or suitability of any securities must be independently determined by the recipient on the basis of its own investigation and evaluation of NBPE, the Investment Manager, and Neuberger Berman. Any
such determination should involve, among other things, an assessment of the legal, tax, accounting, regulatory, financial, credit and other related aspects of the securities. Recipients of this document and the
presentation are recommended to seek their own independent legal, tax, financial and other advice and should rely solely on their own judgment, review and analysis in evaluating NBPE, the Investment Manager,
and Neuberger Berman, and their business and affairs.
This document and the presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements relate to expectations, beliefs, projections, future plans and strategies, anticipated events or trends
and similar expressions concerning matters that are not historical facts. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be indentified by terms such as "anticipate", believe", "could", "estimate", "expect", "intend",
"may", "plan", "potential", "should", "will", and "would", or the negative of those terms or other comparable terminology. The forward-looking statements are based on NBPE’s and/or Neuberger Berman's beliefs,
assumptions and expectations of future performance and market developments, taking into account all information currently available. These beliefs, assumptions, and expectations can change as a result of many
possible events or factors, not all of which are known or are within NBPE’s or Neuberger Berman’s control. If a change occurs, NBPE’s business, financial condition, liquidity and results of operations may vary
materially from those expressed in forward-looking statements. Some of the factors that could cause actual results to vary from those expressed in forward-looking statements, include, but are not limited to: the
factors described in this document and the presentation; the rate at which NBPE deploys its capital in investments and achieves expected rates of return; NBPE’s and the Investment Manager’s ability to execute
NBPE's investment strategy, including through the identification of a sufficient number of appropriate investments; the continuation of the Investment Manager as manager of NBPE's investments, the continued
affiliation with Neuberger Berman of its key investment professionals; NBPE’s financial condition and liquidity; changes in the values of or returns on investments that the NBPE makes; changes in financial
markets, interest rates or industry, general economic or political conditions; and the general volatility of the capital markets and the market price of NBPE’s shares.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties because they relate to events, and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. Forwardlooking statements are not guarantees of future performance. Any forward-looking statements are only made as at the date of this document and the presentation, and neither NBPE nor the Investment Manager
assumes any obligation to update forward-looking statements set forth in this document whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise, except as required by law or other applicable regulation.
In light of these risks, uncertainties, and assumptions, the events described by any such forward-looking statements might not occur. NBPE qualifies any and all of their forward-looking statements by these
cautionary factors. Please keep this cautionary note in mind while reading this document.
By attending the presentation to which this document relates you will be deemed to have represented, warranted and undertaken for the benefit of NBPE, the Investment Manager, Neuberger Berman and others that
(a) you are outside of the United States and are an "investment professional" (as defined above), (b) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice, you will keep the information in this
document and delivered during any accompanying document and all information about Neuberger Berman confidential, and will not reproduce or distribute, in whole or in part, (directly or indirectly) any such
information, until such information has been made publicly available and take all reasonable steps to preserve such confidentiality, and (c) you are permitted, in accordance with applicable laws, to receive such
information.
NBPE is established as a closed-end investment company in Guernsey and is registered with the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets as a collective investment scheme which may offer participations in The
Netherlands pursuant to article 2:66 of the Financial Markets Supervision Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht). All investments are subject to risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Prospective
investors are advised to seek expert legal, financial, tax and other professional advice before making any investment decision. The value of investments may fluctuate. Results achieved in the past are no guarantee
of future results.
This document is issued by NBPE whose registered address is at Heritage Hall, PO Box 225, Le Marchant Street, St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 4HY. NB Alternatives Advisers LLC is a registered investment
adviser in the United States. Neuberger Berman is a registered trademark. All rights reserved. © 2010 Neuberger Berman.
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